
SOUTH DOWNS 
MOTORHOME CENTRE 

New 2017 model N1 00843 

Malibu 600 DB 2 Charmi 

New Malibu 600 DB 2 Charming. 2/3 berth 5.998metres long luxury Van conversion with rear transverse double bed 
over large storage area and half dinette front lounge. 

2017 Model. Fiat Ducato Multijet 2.3 litre Euro 6 diesel 150ps engine upgrade (£48,855). Chassis plated at 3500kgs GVW. 
Comfortmatic 6-speed automatic transmission (£1,850). Right hand drive (standard). "Chassis pack with automatic air conditioning" 
-Automatic air conditioning in drivers cabin, Cruise control, 120 litre fuel tank, Passenger airbag, Electrically adjustable mirrors, 
Passenger seat height adjustable, Drivers cab seats in living area upholstery, Parking aid with rear sensors, Roof trim with microfiber 
climate enhancing covering (£2, 130). "Main cabin package"- 80 litre absorber fridge (instead of 65 litre), Rear bed mattress in 7 zone 
quality, Lashing sky stem in luggage compartment, Wiring for radio with loudspeakers in the drivers cabin (4 speakers in total), Waste 
water tank surrounded by and insulated in a housing, Dashboard finish including vents in silver, Kitchen up grade draw fronts in creme, 
work surface extension, sink cover divided with integrated cutting board and wall holder- plus upgrade to 80 litre compressor fridge 
& Truma Combi 6e electric heating element upgrade (£1,530). "Winter package" -Insulating mats for windscreen and side windows in 
driver's cabin, Insulating mats for the rear door, Carpets in the living area and drivers cabin, Extra heating of heating of the waste water 
tank and waste pipes (£1, 195). Leather steering wheel (£240). Radio Remote control via steering wheel (£170). Painted bumper 
(£210). LED daytime running lights (£265). Fog lights for painted bumper (£155). Front and rear mud flaps (£115). 16" Alloy wheel rims 
(£680). Dashboard air vents in 'aluminium look' (£120). Exterior in "Aluminium Grey" metallic paint (£51 0). Rear bed hinged window 
(£225). 3.7-metre awning (£91 0). Bicycle carrier for two bicycles (£365). Additional 80 Ah gel battery (£365). Wiring for solar system 
(£170). Radio Monociever with DVD (£340). Single lens Reversing camera, eye shaped (£815). TFT 22" with TV holder above the 
lounge-seating group (£1,020). Conversion kit to convert seating group to sleeping option (£255). Additional suspension rails for table 
in outer area (£85). Cosy World- comprising three scatter cushions matching upholstery and a bedspread (£255). Upholstered in 
Palermo (£310). UK sockets, lights and handbooks. 
Special Offer Was £63,140, Now £59,563 

Special offer was £63,140.00 
now: £59,563.00 

(In stock) 

MOTORHOME SPECIFICATION: 
MANUFACTURER: 
MODEL: 
BERTHS: 
MAKE: 
ENGINE: 

Malibu 
600 DB 2 Charming 
213 
Fiat Ducato 
2.3L 150PS Euro 6 Diesel 

TRANSMISSION: Comfortmatic 6-speed automatic transmission 
LENGTH (approx.) 5.998m 
WIDTH (approx.) 2.05m 
HEIGHT (approx.) 2.59m (Excluding Additional Roof mounted equipment) 

GVW: 3500kg 

Whilst every effort has been made to check the accuracy of the information above, some errors in compiling this information may have occurred. You are therefore 
strongly advised not to rely on the information provided in respect of the above vehicle, and to examine the vehicle to check the accuracy of the information supplied 

before deciding to purchase the vehicle as described above. Your statutory rights as a consumer are not affected by this statement. 
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